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In January 2018 cc-tapis will be presenting new projects and a new stand concept
at two of the most distinguished design fairs: IMM Cologne and Maison Objet Paris.
3 new designs by young and dynamic Italian designers: Elena Salmistraro, Leonardo
Talarico and Domenico Rocca & Alberto Nespoli of EligoStudio.
For cc-tapis Elena Salmistraro has designed the new hand-knotted rugs Cartesio and
Cartesio Outline which explore geometry on a flat surface creating bidimensional
universes.
For the new cc-tapis contract collection Metroquadro, EligoStudio takes inspiration
from nature for their Orizzonti rugs and Leornardo Talarico plays with layers and
takes a new perspective on a birds eye view.

You can find cc-tapis at:
IMM COLOGNE
15 - 21 January
Hall: 3.2
Stand: E40
Maison & Objet Paris
19 - 23 January
Sector: Now
Hall: 7
Stand: B20

COMPANY PROFILE
Born in France. Designed in Milan. Produced in Nepal.
cc-tapis is an Italian company which produces contemporary hand-knotted and handwoven rugs which are created in Nepal by expert Tibetan artisans.
The company was founded by Nelcya and Fabrizio Cantoni in France who have been
producing hand-knotted rugs in Nepal for over 17 years. In 2011 cc-tapis moved to
Milan where the company is now based and a team of designers innovate through a new
approach to traditional methods.
A strong respect for the materials and for the culture of this ancient craft is
reflected in the company’s eco-friendly approach to every step of production,
ranging from the hand spinning of the softest Himalayan wool to the use of purified
rainwater for the washing of the final products, making each one of cc-tapis rugs
unique.
Far from mass production, cc-tapis aims to offer a tailored service to those who
understand and enjoy a high-end product, where a three month production time
contains a story of ageless culture.
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CARTESIO
standard color version
designed by Elena Salmistraro
Proudly handknotted in Nepal.
Quality B (89,000 knots/sqm approx.)
Himalayan wool
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CARTESIO OUTLINE
standard color version
designed by Elena Salmistraro
Proudly handknotted in Nepal.
Quality A (125,000 knots/sqm approx.)
Himalayan wool
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CARTESIO and CARTESIO OUTLINE

standard color versions
designed by Elena Salmistraro

Rugs are transformed into two-dimensional universes inhabited by geometric shapes,
just like in the novel Flatland, the fantastic story in multiple dimensions,
written by Reverend Edwin A. Abbott in 1884. Triangles, lines, circles and squares
overlap, meet and collide becoming conscious of eachother, just as they do in the
novel, unaware of the colors and the magic they hold.
The collection has two faces; one more tactile and “rough”, the other softer and
lighter, one more intense and crowded, the other sober and sublime. A series of
rugs which play with contrast exphasizing duality and the craftsmanship involved
in their creation.
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Elena Salmistraro

Product designer and artist, Elena Salmistraro lives and works in
Milan. She graduated from the Polytechnic University of Milan in 2008
and in 2009 she founded her own studio together with architect Angelo
Stoli, where she has been working on architectural and design projects
ever since. Working as a product designer and artist/illustrator for
some of the creative industry’s leading companies, including Alessi,
Bosa, Seletti, De Castelli, B-Line, Bitossi Home, LuisaViaRoma, Yoox,
NasonMoretti, Massimo Lunardon, Okinawa, Texturae, Stone Italiana,
Effecte, MyHomeCollection, Durame. She also collaborates with
prestigious Art and Design Galleries, such as Dilmos, Rossana Orlandi,
Camp Design Gallery and Secondome. Her creations are the result of a
combination of art and design; which are characterized by a poetic
style, the utmost care for details and a painstaking search for harmony
in shapes. One of her work’s objectives is to the exploration into an
objects’ expressive language in order to fascinate people and evoke
emotions.Her projects have been selected for art and design exhibitions
around the world including: “The New Italian Design”organized by the
Triennale Design Museum of Milan, the 2013 Shanghai Biennale and the
2015 Gwangju Biennale in South Korea.
In 2016 she exhibited at both W-Women in Italian Design and “Normali
meraviglie La Mano” at the Trinnale Design Museum of Milan. In 2017 she
exhibited at “L’esercito delle spazzole” at “White in the City 2017”
with Alessi , she won “Best Emerging Designer Award” at Salone del
Mobile 2017 and was also appointed the Ambassador of Italian Design for
the “Italian Design Day” - an initiative promoted by the Triennale di
Milano in collaboration with the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities.
Elena Salmistraro’s works have been displayed at major Italian and
international design industry fairs, including Salone Internazionale del
Mobile(Milan), Step 09 (Milan), Maison&Objet Paris, Homi(Milan), and the
Stockholm furniture and light fair.

The new contract collection from cc-tapis.
Contemporary patterns and geometric motifs created with rich materials and artisanal
production. A collection which gives the freedom to create rugs with the sizes,
materials and colors of your choice, with delivery in 6 to 8 weeks.

PRODUCTION
Produced entirely by hand in Nepal, metroquadro rugs are hand-woven and have been
created with contract projects in mind. Rugs are woven line-by-line instead of knot
per knot. Produced with a handloom technique which allows for the production of
high-quality rugs with a much shorter lead-time. Our materials include Himalayan
wool, pure-silk, vegetal-silk, linen and aloe, which are washed, hand-spun and
hand-dyed in our atelier in Nepal.

BESPOKE
Catering for the needs of interior designers and architects who require large
quantities of high-quality bespoke rugs. Producing by hand means that we can
customise every step of production with a variety of finishings including highpile, low-pile, loop-pile and flatweave. Choose from our various designs, patterns
and finishes and adapt the color, material, the size and even the yarn. We have
hundreds of colors to choose from and we can match PANTONE or RAL color codes.
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CAMPO
standard color version
designed by Leonardo Talarico
METROQUADRO COLLECTION

Proudly handwoven in Nepal.
Quality Handloom
Himalayan linen and bamboo silk
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CAMPO UNDYED
standard color version
designed by Leonardo Talarico
METROQUADRO COLLECTION

Proudly handwoven in Nepal.
Quality Handloom
Himalayan wool
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CAMPO, CAMPO UNDYED

standard color version
designed by Leonardo Talarico
METROQUADRO COLLECTION

A design which plays with the idea of superimposed layers and was inspired from a
bird’s-eye view of wheat fields, hence the name “Campo”, which in Italian means
field. A playful rug that combines a low flatweave, a high-pile and a clever design
creating the effect that there are two rugs overlapping, but don’t let your eye’s
deceive you - Campo is one single rug.
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Leonardo Talarico

Leonardo Talarico (Milan, 1988) is an italian designer.
His approach to design is a work of severe reduction that aims to
highlight a very subtle personal trace focused on giving importance to
the smallest details left.
Case da Abitare magazine included him between the “15 Italian Talents
under the age of 35”, Para Ti Deco inserted him as 1 of the 5
International Young designers that will improve our lives with their
projects.
He worked with prestigious firms of design industry such as Cappellini,
Tod’s, Mercedes-Benz, Alcantara, HenryTimi and his products were
presented during the Design Week in Milan, Paris, London and New York.
“I design to innovate, my approach to the project is essential.
I create objects whose essence is a simple and sophisticated soul.
My lines come from small insights.
Common thread is -less is more- eliminating the unnecessary.
I have a vision, I insist to stay.”
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ORIZZONTI
Selva color version
designed by Eligo Studio
METROQUADRO COLLECTION

Proudly handwoven in Nepal.
Quality Handloom
Himalayan wool and bamboo silk
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ORIZZONTI

Selva color version
designed by Eligo Studio
METROQUADRO COLLECTION

Orizzonti, the new rugs designed by Domenico Rocca and Alberto Nespoli by
EligoStudio, inspired by nature. A unique design with various color combinations
– Selva(forest), Tundra, Tramonto(sunset), Duna(dune), Campo di Grano(field of
wheat) – reference classic and traditional Italian tapestries, reinterpreted with
a pixilation technique in vegetal-silk and Himalayan wool, developed by the
cc-tapis artisans.
Contemporary rugs with bright colors and a linear composition.
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Eligo Studio

EligoStudio is a Milan-based furniture and interior design company with
a diverse portfolio of projects all over the Europe and world.
The practice was founded in 2011 by interior architects and product
designers Alberto Nespoli and Domenico Rocca. EligoStudio projects
combine the experience of Italian timeless techniques to the design of
new contemporary spaces. Each project has its own uniqueness and brings
the charm of the Italian Design. EligoStudio represents the key concept
of the Italian lifestyle into design projects, such as retail, hotels,
trade fairs, scenographies, restaurants and exclusive private homes.
From the Latin word eligere: to choose with care and elegance. The
sensitivity to select archetypes and develop new designs for superiorquality projects. Choices that combine into one perfect synthesis:
aesthetics, ethics, passion, local culture and traditions.
Eligo’s products and projects combine centuries of experience in the
creation of timeless artefacts with the study and design of original
objects, inspired by forgotten designs and patents, but in a revised
form. Each artefact is unique and carries with it the charm of design
and Italian history. The showroom and studio located in Via Palermo 8,
in the heart of Brera-Milan district has recently renovated in order to
display better the material research through the partnership developed
over the years with artisanal workshop and the best Italian craftsman
transforming them into partners for collections that combine Eligo’s
signature style with the quality of Italian artisan creation.
EligoStudio have designed interior projects for clients in London,
Salzburg, Paris, Venice, Milan, Orlando, Prague, Shanghai. EligoStudio
have designed and produced scenographies for clients as Antonio Marras,
Van Cleef & Arpels, Vacheron Constantin, Premiere Vision Paris, Merci
Paris and Yoox. Eligostudio provides an “Italian interior design couture
approach” developing each details and component in all the projects.
EligoStudio won in the 2015 the exclusive 1st Prize of “Milan Design
Award” with the scenography “Il sentiero dei nidi di ragno” for Antonio
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